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Partial-Redundancy Elimination

� Partial redundancy elimination performs code motion to
Minimize the number of expression evaluations

� Major part of the work is figuring out where to operations

Goal: By moving around the places where an expression is 
evaluated and keeping the result in a temporary variable when
necessary, we often can reduce the number of evaluations of this
expression along many of the execution paths, while not 
increasing that number along any path.



Can All Redundancy Be Eliminated by code motion?
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Can All Redundancy Be Eliminated by code motion?

� It is not possible to eliminate all redundant computations along 
every path, unless we are allowed to change the control flow 
graph by creating new blocks and duplicating blocks.

� New blocks creation: it can be used to break “critical edge”,
which is an edge leading from a node with more than one 
successor to a node with more than one predecessor.

� Block duplication: it can be used to isolate the path where 
redundancy is found.





The Lazy-Code-Motion Problem
Three properties desirable from the partial redundancy 
elimination algorithm:

� All redundant computations of expressions that can be 
eliminated without block duplication are eliminated

� No extra computation is added.

� Expressions are computed at the latest possible time
�Least register pressure.

Challenge: to systematically find the right places for 
inserting copy statements.



The Lazy-Code-Motion Problem
� Algorithm overview

� Find all the anticipated expressions at each 
program point using a backward analysis

� Find all the “available” expressions at each program 
point using a forward analysis.

� Find the earliest point that an expression can be 
placed

� Find all the “postponable” expressions at each 
program point using a forward analysis

� Place expressions at those points where they can no 
longer be postponed

�…



Preprocessing: Preparing the Flow Graph

� Modify the flow graph:

� Ensure redundancy elimination power
� Add a basic block for every edge that leads to a basic block with multiple 

predecessors (to ensure the)

� Keep algorithm simple
� Restrict placement of instructions to the beginning of a basic block

� Consider each statement as its own basic block.



Full Redundancy: A Cut Set in a Graph
Key mathematical concept

Full redundancy at p: expression a+b redundant on all paths
– a cut set: nodes that separate entry from p (could have multiple cut sets).
– each node in a cut set contains a calculation of a+b.
– a, b not redefined.



Partial Redundancy: Completing a Cut Set

Partial redundancy at p: redundant on some but not all paths
– Add operations to create a cut set containing a+b
– Note: Moving operations up can eliminate redundancy

Constraint on placement: no wasted operation
– Range where a+b is anticipated --> Choices



Anticipated (Very Busy) Expressions

� An expression is anticipated at point p if all paths leaving p 
eventually compute the expression from the values of the 
operands that are available at p.

� To ensure that no extra operations are executed, copies of an 
expression must be placed only at program points where the 
expression is anticipated (very busy).



Very Busy Expressions
� Def: e is a very busy expression at the exit of block b if

� e is evaluated and used along every path that leaves b, 
and

� evaluating e at the end of b produces the same result
� useful for code hoisting
� saves code space

…

t = a + b
…

x = a + b
……

…
e = a + b

… ……



Very Busy Expressions

� VERYBUSY(b) contains expressions that are very busy at end
of b

� UEEXPR(b): up exposed expressions (i.e. expressions defined 
in b and not subsequently killed in b)

� EXPRKILL(b): killed expressions

A backward flow problem, domain is the set of expressions

VERYBUSY(b) = Çs Î succ(b) UEEXPR(s) È (VERYBUSY(s) Ç EXPRKILL(s))

VERYBUSY(nf) = Ø



Example 1: where to insert/move the inst.?

What is the result if we insert t = a + b at the frontier of anticipation ?
i.e., those BBs for which a + b is anticipated to the entry of BB, but not anticipated
to the entry of its parents.



Example 2: where to insert/move the inst.?

What is the result if we insert t = a + b at the frontier of anticipation ?

-- doesn’t eliminate redundancy within loop (why not?)



Example 3: where to insert/move the inst.?

• What is the result if we insert to the frontier of anticipation?
• What if we simply avoid insertion to BB in a loop?
• Where would we ideally like to insert “a+b” in this case



(will be) Available Expressions

• Pretend we calculate expression e whenever it is anticipated.
• e will be available at p if e has been “anticipated but not 

subsequently killed” on all paths reaching p

• e-killB is the set of expressions any of whose operands are 
defined in B (a.k.a, ExpKill)



Where to insert?

- Any anticipated blocks

- First approximation: frontier between “not anticipated” & 
“anticipated”. It could already remove most of the PRE.

- How to find such anticipated frontier and exclude “those not 
needed blocks” discussed in previous loop examples?
Final solution: Place expression at “anticipated” but not “will be         
available” blocks

earliest[b] = anticipated[b]  - available[b]



Early Insertion Algorithm and Analysis

Algorithm: 
For all basic block b, if  x+y ϵ earliest[b]
• at beginning of b: 
create a new variable t, 
t = x+y, 
• replace every original x+y in the CFG by t

Result:
• Maximized redundancy elimination (Placed as early as possible) 
• But: register lifetimes?
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Why latest possible time?

� The values of expressions found to be redundant are usually 
held in registers until they are used

� Computing a value as late as possible minimizes its lifetime ⎯
the duration between the time the value is defined and the 
time it is last used

� Minimizing the lifetime of a value in turn minimizes the usage of 
a register



Postponable Expressions

� An expression e is postponable at a program point p if 
– all paths leading to p have seen earliest placement of e 
– but not a subsequent use



Postponable Expressions

• e-useB is the set of expressions computed but not 
subsequently killed (a.k.a., UEEXP).



Example Illustrating “Postponable”



Latest: frontier at the end of “postponable” cut set

� OK to place expression: earliest or postponable
� Need to place at b if either

� used in b or
� not OK to place in one of its successors



Example Illustrating “Latest”


